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We propose and demonstrate an all-optical phase noise reduction scheme that uses optical nonlinear mixing and
tunable optical delays to suppress the low-speed phase noise induced by laser linewidth. By utilizing the phase
conjugate copy of the original signal and two narrow-linewidth optical pumps, the phase noise induced by laser
linewidth can be reduced by a factor of ∼5 for a laser with 500-MHz phase noise bandwidth. The error-vectormagnitude can be improved from ∼30% to ∼14% for the same laser linewidth for 40-Gbit/s quadrature phase shift
keying signal. © 2014 Optical Society of America
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Over the last several years, coherent optical communication systems have emerged as a compelling approach for
enhanced data transmission performance [1]. There has
been significant interest in higher-order modulation
formats for optical communication systems due to the
higher spectral efficiency in terms of bit/s/Hz. Specifically, quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) is an example of 4-ary phase encoding, whereas 16 quadrature
amplitude modulation is an example of 16-ary amplitude/phase encoding. In particular, QPSK has become
extremely popular for currently deployed 25-Gbaud,
pol-muxed 100-Gbit/s systems [1,2].
A critical limitation of phase-sensitive coherent receivers is the phase noise that exists on the recovered data
signal [2]. Important sources of phase noise at the coherent receiver are the laser linewidth of the transmitter
laser and of the receiver local oscillator [3–5]; note that
additional sources can include nonlinear phase noise created by amplified spontaneous emission interacting with
the nonlinear Kerr effect [6–8].
The traditional method to mitigate the effect of laser
linewidth is to use an optical or electrical phase-locked
loop (PLL) that synchronizes the frequency and phase of
the local oscillator (LO) with that of the transmitter laser.
The PLLs are very sensitive to the propagation delay
inside their feedback loop, which can limit this method
for the laser with higher linewidth [9].
Advances in high-speed very large-scale integration
enable high-speed and efficient signal processing algorithms to help recover the carrier phase and partially
mitigate the laser-linewidth-induced phase noise. Compared to a PLL-based receiver, these algorithms can be
more tolerant to the laser phase noise since they use
digital compensation techniques [9–11].
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A desirable goal might be to reduce the effect of linewidth-based phase noise in coherent receivers through
high-data-rate optical approaches, which might produce
higher speed and wider dynamic range performance.
Using the optical method, the stringent requirement on
laser linewidth may be significantly lower than for other
phase-recovery approaches.
In this Letter, we propose and demonstrate an alloptical scheme of phase noise reduction using optical
nonlinear mixing and tunable optical delays. Utilizing
the phase conjugate copy of the original signal and two
narrow-linewidth optical pumps, we can reduce the
phase noise induced by laser linewidth by a factor of
∼5 for a laser with 500-MHz laser linewidth. The errorvector-magnitude (EVM) of the signal can be improved
from 30% to 14% for the same laser linewidth for
40 Gbit∕s QPSK signals.
The conceptual block diagram of the proposed phase
noise reduction scheme is shown in Fig. 1. First, a nonlinear wave mixer generates a phase conjugate copy of
the input signal by means of an injected CW laser pump.
Subsequently, a liquid crystal on silicon (LCoS) programmable filter is used to filter out the CW pump and adjust
the amplitudes and phases. Next, a dispersive element
induces a relative delay between each signal and its corresponding conjugate copy. Finally, another nonlinear
element is utilized to mix the signal, its phase conjugate
copy, and another injected signal to generate the output
signal [12,13].
In our proposed scheme, periodically poled lithium
niobate (PPLN) waveguides are used for mixing processes in the first and second nonlinear stages. A conversion-dispersion-based delay is realized in a spool of
dispersion compensating fiber (DCF) to induce a relative
delay between the original signal and its replica [14].
© 2014 Optical Society of America
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Fig. 1. Conceptual block diagram of a phase noise suppression scheme. First, a nonlinear wave mixer generates a phase conjugate
copy of the input signal by using an injected CW laser pump. Next, a dispersive element induces a relative delay between the signal
and its conjugate copy. Finally, another nonlinear element is utilized to mix the signal, its phase conjugate copy, and another injected
signal to generate the output signal with lower phase noise.

In the first PPLN waveguide, the CW pump laser with
electric field P 1 t, located at quasi-phase-matching
(QPM) wavelength ωP1 , is mixed with itself through
second-harmonic generation (SHG), and they create
the mixing term P 21 t at 2ωP1 . The SHG term then mixes
with the input signals at frequencies ωin through the
difference-frequency-generation (DFG) nonlinear process to create phase conjugate replica at 2ωP1 − ωSin .
Given that the electric field of the input signal is S in t,
the electric field of the generated signal is proportional
to P 21 t × S in t.
The output of the first PPLN waveguide is sent into an
amplitude- and phase-programmable filter (based on
LCoS technology) followed by a frequency-dependent
optical delay element (i.e., a DCF spool), in which the
input signal and the corresponding phase conjugate copy
are filtered, and a relative delay (T) between each signal
and its corresponding conjugate copy is induced.
In the next stage, the signal S in t at ωin and the delayed
replica, which are located symmetrically around ωP1 , are
mixed through a sum-frequency-generation process in
the second PPLN waveguide with the same QPM wavelength. Another CW pump at ωP2 with electric field S P2 t
is also injected to the second PPLN waveguide for the
DFG nonlinear process to convert the mixing product
to frequency ωout ≜2ωP1 − ωP2 . Hence, the electric field
of the generated signal at ωout can be expressed as
S out t ∝ P 21 t − T × S in t × S in t − T × P 2 t:

Φout t ≅ Φin t − Φin t − T:

(3)

If the time delay between the signal and its conjugate
copy is set to one symbol period and the original
signal has low-speed phase noise, this phase noise can
be cancelled.
Figure 2 shows how this phase noise suppression
system filters out the noise part of the input phase while
maintaining the data by changing only its encoding. The
phase of the original signal consists of both data and the
phase noise (φin t  φData t  φNoise t). Therefore,
φout t  φData t − φData t − T
 φNoise t − φNoise t − T;

(4)

the first row is an encoding version of the original data,
which is similar to the differential phase shift keying
modulation format. The second row can be viewed as
a differentiator on the phase domain, which is able to filter out the low-frequency component of the phase noise
(e.g., laser phase noise). By performing a Fourier transform of the noise part of Eq. (4), the following equation in
frequency domain can be obtained:

(1)

According to Eq. (1), the phase of the output signal can
be obtained by using the input signal phase and the
pumps’ phases:
Φout t≜2ΦP1 t − T − ΦP2 t  Φin t − Φin t − T; (2)
in which ΦP1 , ΦP2 , and Φin are the phases of P 1 , P 2 , and
S in , respectively. Assuming that the phase noises of the
first and second pumps are negligible, we can simplify
Eq. (2):

Fig. 2. Implementing a linear differentiator in the phase
domain to reduce low-speed phase noise.
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ΦNoise-out ω  2je−jωT ∕2 sinωT∕2 × ΦNoise ω:

(5)

Assuming a white noise for the input phase with bandwidth Δυ and standard deviation σ in , the standard
deviation of the output phase noise can be expressed as
p
(6)
σ out  21 − sinc2ΔυT × σ in :
If Δυ ≪ 1∕T, then the output phase noise is significantly lower than the input phase noise, according to
the equation above.
The experimental setup for the phase noise reduction
scheme is depicted in Fig. 3. A nested Mach–Zehnder
modulator is used to generate the 20-Gbaud binaryphase-shift-keying (BPSK) and QPSK data (PRBS
231 − 1). The resulting signal is amplified in an erbiumdoped fiber amplifier (EDFA) and sent to a phase modulator that can be modulated with white noise or a sinusoidal clock. This extra stage in the transmitter is intended
for inducing phase noise with different power spectral
density profiles and variable standard deviations. The signal is then amplified and coupled with an amplified
∼1550.6 nm CW pump and sent to a PPLN waveguide
in order to produce the phase conjugate copy of the signal. The signal, along with its conjugate, is then sent to a
∼50 m DCF and a spatial light modulator phase and amplitude programmable filter based on LCoS technology
for adjusting the amplitudes, phases, and introducing
one symbol time relative delay between the signal and
its conjugate. The signal and the conjugate copy are then
filtered and amplified and coupled with another amplified 1560-nm CW laser and sent to the second PPLN in
order to perform mixing between the signal and the conjugate copy. The QPM wavelength of the PPLN waveguide is temperature-tuned to the QPM of the first
PPLN. The mixed signal is detected coherently to EVM
and phase noise. In this figure, the spectra of the first
and second PPLN waveguide are also depicted. As can
be seen, the wavelength separation of the signal and

Fig. 3. Experimental setup for the proposed phase noise
suppression scheme.

its copy specifies the delay between them. In this experiment, the delay is tuned to a 50-ps delay (i.e., one symbol), and can be tuned for different baud rate [13].
In order to obtain the transfer function of the phase
noise suppression scheme, a waveform generator is used
to apply sinusoidal waveforms with frequencies of
250 MHz to 5 GHz on the phase of the original signal utilizing a phase modulator. Figure 4(a) shows both the
theoretical curve based on Eq. (5) and the experimental
data points for the ratio of the input phase noise standard
deviation to the output phase noise standard deviation
when the original signal is 20-Gbit/s BPSK data. While
the experimental results are matched to the theory for
the higher frequencies (υ > 750 MHz), the data points
deviate from the theoretical curve for the lower frequencies, which we believe this is the effect of other phase
noise sources that dominate for lower frequencies. In
Fig. 4(b), different laser linewidths between 10 kHz
and 1 MHz are used for the input signal and the equivalent
output linewidth is depicted. As can be seen, due to a significant reduction in linewidth of range 10 KHz to 1 MHz,
the output linewidth stays ∼60 KHz.
The performance of the system is assessed by implementing the proposed scheme on 20-Gbaud BPSK and
QPSK signals that have been degraded by inducing a
white phase noise at a different powers and bandwidths.
Figure 5(a) shows the performance for different amounts
of phase noise—all at 750 MHz bandwidth on a BPSK signal. The output of the phase noise suppression system
indicates very little phase noise even in the case of high
input phase noise due to the large reduction factor at the
phase noise with 750-MHz bandwidth. Figure 5(b) shows
the performance of the phase noise reduction scheme on
a QPSK signal for a white phase noise with 100, 1000, and
3300 MHz spectral density bandwidth. The constellation
points are significantly squeezed especially for the lower
bandwidth.
Figure 6 shows the reduction factor for three levels of
induced white phase noise (σ in ≈ 10°, 20° and 30°) when
the bandwidth of the noise source is tuned from 100 MHz
to 5 GHz. The phase noise suppression scheme reduces
the phase noise by filtering out the low-speed component

Fig. 4. (a) Ratio of input phase noise standard deviation to output phase noise standard deviation for 20-Gbit/s BPSK data.
Both experimental measurement points and the theoretical
curves are shown. As can be seen, the experimental results
are almost aligned on the theoretical curve at higher frequencies, whereas for lower frequencies they diverge. At lower
frequencies, most of the induced sinusoidal phase noise is cancelled and other sources of phase noise dominate. (b) The
equivalent output linewidth for the proposed scheme versus input linewidth when lasers with 10 kHz to 1-MHz linewidths are
used.
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Fig. 5. (a) Phase noise reduction on 20-Gbit/s BPSK signal with
constant white phase noise with different bandwidths of
750 MHz for high/middle/low phase noise standard deviations
and (b) phase noise reduction on 40-Gbit/s QPSK signal with different white phase noises with bandwidths of 100 MHz/1 GHz/
3.3 GHz and constant input phase noise standard deviation.

of the phase. As Fig. 6 shows, the reduction factor 0 at
lower bandwidths is much higher than at higher bandwidths. Additionally, the suppression of the phase noise
is higher when the higher phase noise is induced on the
original signal. Figure 6 shows that this reduction factor
can be as high as 3.3 for the higher phase noise at 100-MHz
bandwidth, whereas the system gives very low indication
of reduction of the phase noise at ∼5 − GHz bandwidth of
phase noise. Moreover, at the 750-MHz bandwidth of
phase noise, the highest level of the phase noise can be
decreased by a factor of ∼2.9, whereas the lowest level
of the phase noise indicates a reduction by a factor of ∼1.5.
Figure 7 shows the performance of the proposed
scheme by comparing the EVMs of the 40-Gbit/s QPSK
signal before and after the proposed scheme. In this figure, the EVM versus frequency is depicted for the same
levels of induced phase noise (i.e., σ in ≈ 10°, 20° and 30°)
for both input and output signals. In this case, the phase
modulator is derived by a white noise source to illustrate
the EVM improvements at different phase noise bandwidths. The EVM of the input signal is improved from
30% to 15% at the phase noise with 100-MHz bandwidth;
however, this improvement is not significant for 5-GHz
phase noise bandwidth (from 36% to 30%). Similar to
Fig. 6, the higher phase noise experiences greater
improvement in EVM. For the highest phase noise case

Fig. 6. Phase noise reduction factor for 40-Gbit/s QPSK signal
with three levels of induced white phase noise with different
bandwidths. For higher phase noise, the reduction factor is
higher. On the other hand, the phase noise reduction scheme
performs significantly better in lower frequencies.
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Fig. 7. EVM improvement for 40-Gbit/s QPSK signal with three
levels of induced white phase noise (σ in ≈ 10°, 20° and 30°) with
different bandwidths. As can be seen, for higher phase noise,
the EVM improvement is higher. On the other hand, the
phase noise reduction scheme performance is better in lower
frequencies.

at the bandwidth of 750 MHz, the proposed system improves the EVM from ∼30% to ∼14%, and the lowest
phase noise EVM improvement in the phase noise suppression scheme is only from ∼14% to ∼10%. The results
in Fig. 7 indicate the significant impact of the proposed
phase noise suppression system on the quality of the
QPSK signal.
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